THANK YOU for fueling remarkable impact throughout turbulent times. You help us BE THE DIFFERENCE.

2019-20 FISCAL YEAR BY THE NUMBERS

IN FY20, you helped support students and faculty by being part of our $95.3 MILLION TOTAL FUNDRAISING

$500K+ RAISED FOR BRIDGE TO THE FUTURE emergency fund for students

PHILANTHROPIRIC MOMENTUM: Over the past two years, your generosity has totaled $200 MILLION

25K+ TOTAL DONORS
A 5% INCREASE FROM FY19
3rd consecutive year increase
1,000+ FIRST-TIME DONORS

210 FOUNDERS SOCIETY MEMBERS WHO GAVE $1M+
17 NEW MEMBERS IN FY20

781 LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBERS WHO NAMED MARQUETTE IN PLANNED AND ESTATE GIFTS
36 NEW MEMBERS IN FY20

BACKPACK PROGRAM
$100K+ RAISED
in its inaugural year to support students facing food insecurity; feeds over 50 students a week

3,941 DONORS PARTICIPATED IN THE GIVE MARQUETTE DAY
DOUBLED DONORS AND DOLLARS FROM PREVIOUS YEAR
RAISED $1 MILLION+

3K+PEOPLE PARTICIPATED IN MORE THAN 20 WEBINARS
since March through the new Beyond MU lifelong learning platform

TOP 10 CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY IN THE COUNTRY
AS RANKED BY U.S.NEWS & WORLD REPORT

400+ PEOPLE CELEBRATED 50 YEARS OF MARQUETTE’S FIRST-IN-THE-NATION Educational Opportunity Program for First-generation students

55 STUDENTS PARTICIPATED IN THE SECOND COHORT OF RISE READY TO INSPIRE SUCCESS AND EXCELLENCE MULTICULTURAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

6TH IN THE COUNTRY FOR JOB PLACEMENT 10 years after graduation ZIPTA, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION DATA

250 MEMBERS WHO GAVE $1M+
17 NEW MEMBERS IN FY20

25% DIVERSE STUDENT POPULATION
One of the highest yet in Marquette history
2,990 STUDENTS OF COLOR 11,819 TOTAL ENROLLMENT

We are profoundly grateful. Imagine where we can go next. TOGETHER.